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1. Summary
1.1 How to use the User Manual
This User Manual contains six segments of Summary, Installation and Introduction, Operation process,

Uninstallation, 3DZao Platform and FAQ. Please read the Manual carefully before use. Please follow the instructions

when using 3dStar. If necessary, please carry it for reference.

Please note that this user manual refers to the Einstart-S, for other printer models please refer to the corresponding

user manual.

1.2 Main Function and Characteristics
3dStar is a concise and efficient 3D model editing software with a user-friendly interface. It provides 3D model

basic editing, advanced editing, fast printing and a number of additional functions. Introduction of functions and

characteristics are as follows:

1.2.1 Basic Model Editing

 Able to edit several models at once;

 Move, rotate and scale up/down the model according to your requirements

 Shortcut keys available.

1.2.2 Model Advanced Edit

1.2.2.1 Cut

 Assistance with model errors. If there are holes on the surface of model, users can choose to cut, which often

reduces the possibility of slicing failure.

 Face cut in X-Y, X-Z and Y-Z direction. You can choose the face, angle, and size, etc. when cutting.

 New click-and-selection function. Users can click to position the cutting plane.

1.2.2.2 Bool

 New Boolean operation. Users can edit models according to the Boolean rule.

1.2.2.3 Check

 New checking function. The software will tell users if the model contains errors such as hole edges, intersecting

faces and non-manifold edges. It will then highlight the error area within the model.

1.2.3 Fast Print

 There are three steps to online fast print: Open file- Generate path- Print.

1.3 Computer Requirements
For best use of the software, we recommend Intel Core i5-6500, 8G, NVIDIA GTX-760, WIN7/WIN10 or a more

advanced configuration.
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2. Installation and Introduction
2.1 Installation
2.1.1 Open the folder in the USB drive or download the installation software from our website. Find the Setup.exe

and run it. Click “Next” to enter the below interface and click “I Agree” after reading and accepting the 3DPRINT END

USER LICENSE AGREEMENT.

2.1.2 Choose the installation path you want by clicking “Browse” and click “Install”.

2.1.3 Upon agreeing the license clause, click “Install” in the popup window. Complete the installation process by

Clicking “Finish”.
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Note：

 If you’ve installed “Microsoft Visual C++ 2013”, just click “Repair” as the below picture

demonstrates.

2.1.4 Install the FTDI CDM Drivers. Click “Extract” and operate according to the guidance given until installation

is complete.

2.1.5 After installing the driver, click “Next” and finish the installation by clicking “finish”.
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Note：

 After installation, if the APP cannot run and you see the warning “The OpenGLextensions required

to run this app are missing. the program will now exit”, this means the version of your graphics

driver doesn’t match the computer in current use. To solve this problem, we suggest that you update

your driver.

2.2 Introduction of the Initial Interface
2.2.1 Basic Edit Interface

 Model saving path: After 3dStar loads the model, you can see the location where the model is stored.

Additionally, the sliced data path for printing will be stored in the same location.

 Menu：The menu of 3dStar contains File, Edit, Print, Tools and Help.

 Model preview area：Check the model in this area after loading successfully.

 Model edit area： View, move, rotate and scale up/down the model.

 Fast print setting：In 3dStar, users can conveniently load file, generate path (parameters will be the same as

your previous print) and print after generating (only when printer is online).

 Print parameter information： Check and edit the slicing parameters in detail.
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 Model advanced edit switch：Allows the user to switch display once the model is loaded successfully. Click to

switch to the advanced edit interface.

 Model/Path viewer button： Click the arrow on the right to open and check model and path information.

2.2.2 Introduction of Model Cut Interface

Note：

 Click the Model cut button located in lower left corner of the basic edit interface to go to model cut

interface.

 Model cut preview：Gives users preview of the cut model.

 Model list： Checks the data list of model cut. Click the file to preview.

 Advanced edit switch: Provides users the functions of Cut, Bool and Check.

 Basic edit switch: This switch will display in the advanced edit interface. Click to go back to basic edit interface.

 View of the model: Show the view of the model via the cube.
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2.3 Instruction of Software Function
2.3.1 Basic Edit Function

No.
Position in

Software
Legend Submenu Description

1 Menu-File

New Clear current model

Open… Open local STL file

Add… Add new model to current model

Recent Files Link to recently opened files

Save Save current model

Save As Save model in current position

Exit Exit 3dStar

2 Menu-Edit

Select All Select all models

Copy Copy selected model

Paste Paste copied model

Delete Delete selected model

Layout Optimal layout for current model

View View model from different
views

Move Move model from X,Y, or Z
direction

Rotate Rotate model around X,Y, or Z
axis

Scale Up/Down Scale the model up or down

3 Menu-Print

Start/Stop Print Start/Stop print. Print cannotresume if stopped

Pause/Resume
Print Pause or resume printing

Building Status Check the status of current print

Generate Path Slice current model and generate
path
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4 Menu-Tool

Select Machine Select online machine

Machine
Calibration Calibrate the machine

Firmware
Update Detect firmware update

Manager for
STL File Manage local STL file

Manager for
Machine Manage machine

Manager for
Material Manage material

Path Viewer View the generated path

Setting Settings for generator and
machine

Language Select language

5 Menu-Help
Version Check current software version

About More information
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2.3.2 Edit Function

2.3.2.1 Slicing

Slicing is the process that transforms the model into sliced .gsd file according to their settings in the slicing

parameters.

 Step 1: Click “Open” in “File” of the menu or just click the folder icon in fast print area.( shortcut key: CTRL+O)

 Step 2: Choose the file you want to print.

 Step 3: Click “open” to load the model into software.

 Step 4: The 3dStar software allows users to view, move, rotate and scale their 3D model according to requirements.

View, move, rotate or scale the model by the buttons in the bottom middle of the interface according to users’

printing requirements.
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Note:

 The quick edit buttons represent view tools, move tools, rotate tools and scale tools (from left to

right).

 Step 5: Set the printing parameters by clicking “setting” in the menu “Tools”.

 Step 6: Click the “Slice” to generate the path in .gsd format once you have confirmed your settings.

Note:

 If you slice the model by clicking the quick slicing icon , the path will be generated according

to latest the settings.
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Note:

 Users can check the generated path using the “path viewer” in the “Tools” menu or the arrow icon on

the right side of the interface.

2.3.2.2 Cut

This function allows users to cut the model into two separated parts and save both at the same time.

 Step 1: Open a model and click the advanced edit switch in the bottom left corner.

 Step 2: Choose the model and click “Cut” in the top right of the advanced edit interface.

 Step 3: Set the cut plane and cut angle. Users can preview the model in the interface. You can set the cut plane by

inputting the threshold value or choosing a plane from the model by clicking on a surface.
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 Step 4: Once the cut plane is confirmed, click “Start Cut” and the result will be displayed in two parts in different

colors. If the result meets your requirement, click “Save Result” to save the two parts as two files. They will be

saved in the same position as the original file. If it does not meet your requirement, click “Reset” and cut again

accordingly

2.3.2.3 Bool

This allows users to process two models with the Bool function, including Add-on, intersect and subtract.

 Step 1: Load two models into the software ( “Add” the other model after opening the first model).Adjust the

position of two models in the basic edit interface. Then click the Advanced edit switch.
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 Step 2: Choose the two models in the list( the model will be in blue if it is selected). Then click the Bool button in

the top right.

 Step 3: Click the process you want. We provide 4 methods of Boolean calculation of A+B, A^B, A-B and B-A.

Users can check the result in the interface.
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 Step 4: If the result meets your requirement, click “Save Result”. If not, click “Reset” to re-edit the models. Below

pictures demonstrate the results of A+B, A^B, A-B and B-A.

2.3.2.4 Check

This allows users to check the hole edges, intersecting faces and non-manifold edges.

After loading one or more models, enter the advanced edit interface and choose the model you want to check. Then
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click “Check”. The result will be displayed in the interface.

 If the model is good：

 If there is an error in the model it will be highlighted as per the below image：
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2.3.3 Advanced Parameters

 Introduction of Path Generator

Usually adjusting “basic settings” is sufficient. We suggest you generate path with our default parameters because

improper change of parameters might cause print failure or a blocked extruder.

 Instruction of Print Modes

Simple: Prints with 0.4mm layer thickness；

Fast: Prints with 0.3mm layer thickness；

Standard: Prints with 0.2mm layer thickness；

Quality: Prints with 0.15mm layer thickness；

Extreme: Prints with 0.1mm layer thickness；

 Instruction of Support Parameters

Null Support: No support when generating path.

Outer Support: “Outer Support” creates support where the support structure is printed directly on the raft or

platform (when printing without raft).

Full Support：Includes both outer and inner support when generating path. “Inner Support” means support is created

on the model surface.
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Add Raft: When generating path, the software will generate a raft for your model, which can secure the model to the

print bed effectively and compensate for height variance.

Thin-wall: When generating path, the software will create a shell structure rather than infill. It will also close the

bottom of the model but not the top.

Peel off Factor: Users can adjust the distance between model and raft by changing this factor. It is a ratio related to

the layer thickness. For example, if the layer thickness is 0.2 mm and peel off factor is 2, the distance between the model

and raft is 0.4 mm.

Extruder Temperature: Temperature the nozzle will reach when printing. We suggest you set this value based on the

requirements of the material used.

Print once generated: Once the path is generated and the machine is ready, the printer will automatically begin

printing.

 Extruder Control

Users can click “Tool” (in the menu) - “Manager for Material” to open the manager window. When you choose

“load filament”, please feed the filament into extruder in advance. Click “Next” as shown below.

Temperature settings vary between different materials. Users can input the correct value in the temperature edit box

as shown below. Click “Next”.
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The operation will be executed once the preset temperature has been reached as shown below.

 Pause/Resume Print

Users can pause or resume printing in the fast print setting. Once

printing is paused, the software will move the print bed to the home

position. In the meantime, you can open “Manager for Material” for

various operations such as loading or unloading filament. After you have

finished your operation, click this button again to resume print. The

picture in the left shows the effect of changing filament to different colors

during printing.

 Set Z offset

Click “Tool”- “Machine Calibration” to set Z offset. Click “Home” and “ ” button, the extruder will move to the

center of print bed. Raise the print bed up to the nozzle as close as possible by pressing and holding the “ ”button, as

shown below.
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Users can switch “continuous mode” to “step mode”, and input the step distance in the edit box as shown below.

Move the print bed to the nozzle as close as possible, click “ ”to get the current coordinate and set.

You can also set printing position manually in the settings interface.
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 Firmware Update

Please ensure the printer is online. Click “Tool”-“Firmware Update” to open “Firmware Update” window. Choose

the Machine type and Machine port.

Click “open .hex file” to open the firmware file. Then click “Start updating firmware” to start updating and follow

the instructions to finish updating.
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3. Operation Process
3.1 Print Process

Note:

 The above standalone printing refers to the Einstart-S, for other printer models please refer to

corresponding user manual.
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3.2 Standalone printing
3.2.1 Step 1: Generate the path file referring to chapter 2.3.2.1.

3.2.2 Step 2: Copy the .gsd file to TF/SD card.

Note：

 The name and storage directory of the generated .gsd file and the original .stl data are the same;

 The name of the .stl file could be Chinese, English letters or digits, but the device can recognize

English letter, digits named .gsd file only. Thus, we recommend you to use English letters or digits

when naming.

3.2.3 Step 3: Insert SD card to printer and go print following below instruction:

3.2.3.1 Press the switch on the side of the printer, long-press “OK” button on the LED screen to awaken the printer;

3.2.3.2 Select “Fast Operation”-“Load”, feed the filament to the printer head, wait for the extruder to heat up till it

reaches given temperature, finish loading filament when you see the filament comes out of the nozzle smoothly;

3.2.3.3 Go back to “Fast Operation”, select “Print”, select the .gsd file you want to print (e.g.: bunny.gsd and press

“OK” to start printing.
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3.3 Online Printing
3.3.1 Step 1: Generate the path file referring to chapter 2.3.2.1.

3.3.2 Step 2: View the online status by clicking “Select machine” under “Tools” to check whether the printer is

online or not. If yes, the printer is ready to print.

3.3.3 Step 3: Start printing by clicking the “Start/Stop Building” button under “Print” or the quick button.
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4. Uninstallation

 Open Control panel in your computer, find the software, click “uninstall/change” to uninstall 3dStar.

 Or you can open the root directory, find uninst.exe and double click to uninstall.
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5. 3Dker Platform （Website address: http://www.3dker.com/）
5.1 Model Downloading
Visit the 3Dker platform where you can find and download 3D model data designed by other users or designers.

5.2 Software and Firmware Down loading.
Click “Tools” in the top menu to enter the downloading page and select “3D printer”.

Scroll down the page and download the newest software, firmware and user manual on the below page.
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6. FAQ

 Why is the editing area blank after loading the model?

First, make sure your model is loaded successfully and the model is valid; use the below method to locate the model

quickly:

 Use “Edit”-“Layout” function ( shortcut key CTRL+U );
 Use “Move”-“To Center” function;
 Zoom in or zoom out to find the loaded model.

 Why would it fail to slice model?

If it fails to slice, please check whether the model is completely closed or not via professional 3D design software.

Consider changing printing parameters such as support settings, etc. Improper printing parameters could result in slicing

failure.

 After installation, the software is not able to run and has following warning“The OpenGL extensions

required to run this app are missing. the program will now exit.”？

This is because the graphics card doesn’t match your current computer in use, we suggest you upgrade your

graphics card.

 Printer is not able to connect with computer?

 Check the printer’s drive is working regularly or not;
 If yes, check whether the serial number is registered successfully or not;

 How to set proper printing parameter?

The peel-off factor shows how sticky the model to the raft is, default factor is 2.6, if the model often comes off the

raft, decrease the peel-off factor to 2.2. We suggest 2.3 to 2.6 if the ambient temperature is high; 2.1 to 2.3 when ambient

temperature is low.

 Computer crashes when generating path?

This may be because the .stl data is too large or the printer lacks the plug-in. We suggest you simplify the model or

restart/reinstall the software.

 Printer disconnects from computer after online printing for a while?

 Placing the printer on a rubber surface platform is likely to produce static electricity, which would disturb the
connection between printer and computer. In this case, we suggest you put your printer on a wooden surface platform
when printing.

 It may be because the current firmware does not match with the 3dStar version. In this case, we suggest you go
to our website, check the firmware and software version, then download and upgrade.
Any further questions, please send an email to us.
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Updating Instructions
Function Optimization
 Optimized the algorithm.

 Optimized the prompt language.

 Optimized the path showing method.

 Cancelled “View” in the menu.

Added Functions
 Now users can rotate and move the model by operating on the axis.

 Added the viewing cube in the Advanced edit interface.

 Added the function of choosing a plane to cut in the “Cut” function.

 Added a new function, “show unselected” in Cut, which allows users to hide the unselected model.

 New “Bool” function available.

 New “Check” function available.
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Technical Support

Shining QR Code FDM Printer QR Code 3DKer QR Code

Hangzhou Shining 3D Tech Co., Ltd

Add: No.1398 Xiangbin Rd., Wenyan St., Xiaoshan, Hangzhou

Zip code： 311258

Working time：8:30-17:30

Tel：+86 571-83821911/+86 571-83698030

Fax：0571-82999510/673317179

Skype: shining_support

Email：panshaofu@shining3d.com

Web：http://www.shining3d.com

Copyright

This document is copyrighted and contains proprietary information that is the property of Hangzhou Shining 3D

Tech Co., Ltd. The user does not have the right to copy, reproduce, or translate this document in any way or to any media

without the prior written consent of Hangzhou Shining 3D Tech Co., Ltd.

Disclaimer

This user manual is an instruction for installation, operation, and maintenance, but not product warranty. All efforts

have been made to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the information in this manual. However, Shining 3D Tech

Co., Ltd accepts no responsibility for any errors or omissions contained in the documentation and reserves the right to

explain and revise the publishing and fault of this manual. The information in this manual is subject to change without

notice.

mailto:panshaofu@shining3d.com
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